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In this case, the department has requested a disqualification hearing to establish an 
overissuance of benefits as a result of an IPV and the department has asked that the 
respondent be disqualified from receiving benefits.  The department’s manuals provide 
the following relevant policy statements and instructions for department caseworkers. 
 
When a customer client group receives more benefits than they are entitled to receive, 
the department must attempt to recoup the overissuance.  BAM 700.  A suspected 
intentional program violation means an overissuance where: 
 

• the client intentionally failed to report information or 
intentionally gave incomplete or inaccurate information 
needed to make a correct benefit determination, and 

 
• the client was clearly and correctly instructed regarding his 

or her reporting responsibilities, and 
 

• the client has no apparent physical or mental impairment 
that limits his or her understanding or ability to fulfill their 
reporting responsibilities. 

 
The department suspects an intentional program violation when the client has 
intentionally withheld or misrepresented information for the purpose of establishing, 
maintaining, increasing, or preventing reduction of program benefits or eligibility.  There 
must be clear and convincing evidence that the client acted intentionally for this 
purpose.  BAM 720. 
 
The department’s Office of Inspector General processes intentional program hearings 
for overissuances referred to them for investigation.  The Office of Inspector General 
represents the department during the hearing process.  The Office of Inspector General 
requests intentional program hearings for cases when: 
 

• benefit overissuances are not forwarded to the prosecutor. 
 
• prosecution of welfare fraud is declined by the prosecutor for 

a reason other than lack of evidence, and  
 

o the total overissuance amount is $1000 or more, 
or 

 
o the total overissuance amount is less than $1000, 

and 
 

 the group has a previous intentional 
program violation, or 

 
 the alleged IPV involves FAP trafficking, or 
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 the alleged fraud involves concurrent 
receipt of assistance,  

 
 the alleged fraud is committed by a 

state/government employee. 
 
A court or hearing decision that finds a client committed an intentional program violation 
disqualifies that client from receiving program benefits.  A disqualified recipient remains 
a member of an active group as long as he lives with them.  Other eligible group 
members may continue to receive benefits.  BAM 720. 
 
Clients that commit an intentional program violation are disqualified for a standard 
disqualification period except when a court orders a different period.  Clients are 
disqualified for periods of one year for the first IPV, two years for the second IPV, 
lifetime disqualification for the third IPV, and ten years for a concurrent receipt of 
benefits.  BAM 720.  This is the respondent’s first intentional program violation of the 
FIP and FAP programs.  
 
In this case, the department has established that Respondent was aware of the 
responsibility to report all income and employment to the department.  Department 
policy requires clients to report any change in circumstances that will affect eligibility or 
benefit amount within ten days.  BAM 105.  Respondent has no apparent physical or 
mental impairment that limits the understanding or ability to fulfill the reporting 
responsibilities.   
 
Respondent completed an application for assistance on September 21, 2007.  Prior to 
October 5, 2007, Respondent moved to  without notifying the department.  To be 
eligible for FAP and FIP benefits, a person must be a Michigan resident.  BEM 220.  A 
resident is a person living in Michigan for any purpose other than a vacation, even if she 
has no intent to remain in the state permanently or indefinitely.  BEM 220.  Clients must 
report changes in circumstance that potentially affect eligibility or benefit amount.  BAM 
105.  Changes must be reported within 10 days of receiving the first payment reflecting 
the change, including address and shelter cost changes that result from the move.  
BAM 105.  After the move from Michigan to Florida, Respondent continued to receive 
FAP and FIP benefits from Michigan and used those benefits in Florida and Louisiana.   
 
Respondent’s signature on the Assistance Application from September 21, 2007, 
certifies that she was aware that fraudulent participation in FAP and FIP could result in 
criminal or civil or administrative claims.  This Administrative Law Judge therefore 
concludes that the department has shown, by clear and convincing evidence, that 
Respondent committed a first intentional violation of the FAP and FIP programs, 
resulting in a  FAP overissuance and a  FIP overissuance from 
December 2007 to June, 2008.  Consequently, the department’s request for FAP and 
FIP program disqualification and full restitution must be granted. 

 
DECISION AND ORDER 

 
The Administrative Law Judge, based upon the above findings of fact and conclusions 
of law, decides that Respondent committed an Intentional Program Violation by failing to 






